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Abstract Plasma kinetic theory predicts that sufﬁciently anisotropic proton distribution will excite
electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves, which in turn relax the proton distribution to a marginally
stable state creating an upper bound on the relaxed proton anisotropy. Here, using EMIC wave observations
and coincident plasma measurements made by Van Allen Probes in the inner magnetosphere, we show that
the proton distributions are well constrained by this instability to a marginally stable state. Near the
threshold, the probability of EMIC wave occurrence is highest, having left‐handed polarization and observed
near the magnetic equator with relatively small wave normal angles, indicating that these waves are locally
generated. In addition, EMIC waves are distributed in two magnetic local time regions with different
intensity. Compared with helium band waves, hydrogen band waves behave similarly except that they are
often observed in low‐density regions. These results reveal several important features regarding EMIC waves
excitation and propagation.
Plain Language Summary Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves play a very important
role in controlling plasma dynamics. In particular, EMIC wave‐particle interaction is a signiﬁcant loss
process for ring current ions and radiation belt relativistic electrons due to pitch angle scattering into the
atmosphere. To understand the relationship between the generation of EMIC waves and the underlying
plasma distributions, we perform a statistical survey to link the observed EMIC wave properties to the
associated macroscopic state of the proton distributions by using 4 years of Van Allen Probe observations.
We have found that close to the threshold of proton anisotropy instability, high occurrences of left‐hand
polarized EMIC waves are usually observed near the magnetic equator with relatively small wave normal
angles. In addition, there are two distinct magnetic local time regions of observed EMIC waves, with intense
waves occurring on the duskside associated with high AE levels and relatively weak waves occurring in the
noon sector accompanied by low AE levels. Furthermore, hydrogen band waves behave similarly to
helium band waves except that these waves are often observed in low‐density regions while helium band
waves are usually present in high‐density regions. These results provide important insights for studying the
excitation mechanism of EMIC waves.

1. Introduction
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Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are believed to be excited with left‐handed polarization at frequencies below the local proton cyclotron frequency, through the ion cyclotron instability. They are often
observed in three bands according to their frequency range: hydrogen (H) band EMIC waves, which occur
between the proton gyrofrequency and helium (He) gyrofrequency; He band EMIC waves, which are found
between the He gyrofrequency and oxygen (O) gyrofrequency; and O band EMIC waves that are excited
below the O gyrofrequency. By interacting with energetic particles, EMIC waves play a fundamental role
in driving plasma dynamics. In particular, EMIC wave‐particle interactions can be a signiﬁcant loss process
for both ring current ions and radiation belt relativistic electrons through pitch angle scattering into the loss
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cone, and subsequent precipitation into the dense upper atmosphere (e.g., Chen et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2015,
2018; Shprits et al., 2009, 2013; Summers & Thorne, 2003; Usanova et al., 2014).
Plasma kinetic theory has demonstrated that wave‐particle scattering by ion cyclotron anisotropy
instabilities could produce an inverse correlation between the proton temperature anisotropy

T ⊥;p
T ∥;p

and

the parallel proton β∥,p as the upper bound on the relaxed proton distributions (Chaston et al., 2000;
Davidson & Ogden, 1975; Kennel & Petschek, 1966). Here T⊥,p and T∥,p are the temperatures in the perpendicular and parallel directions to the background magnetic ﬁeld, respectively, and β∥;p ¼ 8πnp T ∥;p =B20,
where np is the total electron density and B0 is the background magnetic ﬁeld. Observations in the magnetosheath (e.g., Anderson et al., 1994; Anderson & Fuselier, 1993), solar wind (e.g., Bale et al., 2009;
Hellinger et al., 2006), and geosynchronous orbits (e.g., Blum et al., 2012) have provided evidence supporting this correlation. For example, by using Los Alamos National Laboratory Magnetospheric
Plasma Analyzer plasma data from geosynchronous orbit in conjunction with linear theory, Blum
et al. (2009) have developed an inverse relation model as

T ⊥;p
T ∥;p

−1 ¼ β a b , where the parameters a, b are
∥;p

functions of the ratio between the hot and cold proton densities. There are also several studies that have
tried to test this inverse relationship between the proton anisotropy and plasma beta using recent satellite observations (Lin et al., 2014; Noh et al., 2018; Spasojevic et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014). When there
is sufﬁcient temperature anisotropy, the EMIC waves would be excited, which, in turn, modiﬁes the proton distribution by diffusion in velocity space and drives it to a marginally stable state (e.g., Gary & Lee,
1994). In other words, the relaxed proton distribution is constrained by the ion cyclotron anisotropy
instability to a linear marginally stable state. Similar ideas have been applied to electron‐driven instabilities (e.g., An et al., 2017; Gary et al., 2005, 2011; Yue et al., 2016). The underlying plasma physics picture
of kinetic instabilities imposing anisotropy bounds is analogous for both electron‐driven and ion‐driven
instabilities.
To better understand the relationship between the generation of EMIC waves and plasma distributions in
the inner magnetosphere where the energetic ions and relativistic electrons are predominantly located
and to facilitate the inclusion of such waves in global ring current models (e.g., Fok et al., 2001;
Jordanova et al., 1998) that can only model the macroscopic plasma distributions, but not EMIC wave intensities, we perform a statistical survey to relate the observed EMIC wave properties to the associated macroscopic state of the proton distributions by using 4 years of Van Allen Probes observations.

2. Dataset and Methodology
In this study, we use Van Allen Probe data (both probes A and B) from February 2013 to December 2016. Van
Allen Probes that were launched on 30 August 2012 have an orbital period of ~9 hr with 10° inclination, a
perigee at 1.1 RE, and an apogee at ~5.8 RE. Both satellites are equipped with comprehensive suites of particles and ﬁelds measurement instrumentations. Here, we have used ﬂuxgate magnetometer data with a
sampling cadence of 64 vectors/s from the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated
Science (EMFISIS; Kletzing et al., 2013) to detect EMIC wave events. We only selected EMIC events with
wave power spectral densities > 10−4 nT2/Hz and a minimum time duration of 5 min. Further details about
the wave event selection can be found in Jun et al., (2019). We then separate wave events into different bands
according to the wave frequency compared with gyrofrequency of different ion species. Since O band EMIC
waves typically have frequencies below 0.2 Hz near Van Allen Probes apogee, it is difﬁcult to distinguish
them from overlapping broadband emissions (e.g., PiB bursts and Pc3 pulsations) and background noise.
Thus, in this study we only consider H and He band EMIC wave events. After obtaining all the wave events
in the different bands, we then obtain the 1‐min average wave properties, including wave intensity, normal
angle, polarization (<0: left‐handed polarization; >0: right‐handed polarization) by ﬁrst averaging wave
properties in the frequency domain and then averaging in universal time. An illustration of this process is
given in Figure 1.
Based on the wave event list, we have then used the most recent updated level 3 unidirectional differential
particle ﬂux measurements from both the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron (HOPE) Mass
Spectrometer (Funsten et al., 2013) of the Energetic particle, Composition, and Thermal plasma (ECT)
Suite (Spence et al., 2013) and the Radiation Belt Storm Probes Ion Composition Experiment (RBSPICE;
YUE ET AL.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the plasma and He band EMIC wave observations in the interval 13:00–14:00 UT on 9 October
2015 taken from Van Allen Probe B. (a) The geomagnetic AE index obtained from OMNI database; (b) total electron
density; (c) dynamic spectrogram of the EMIC wave magnetic ﬁeld spectrum, (d) wave polarization, and (e) wave
normal angle. The overplotted dashed yellow and white lines are the helium and oxygen cyclotron frequencies, respectively. The polarization and wave normal angles are only shown for the magnetic ﬁeld wave power spectrum density
−4
2
above 1 × 10 (nT) /Hz; (f) the average wave intensity; (g) the average of wave normal angle (black line) and polarization
T
(red line); (h) the proton anisotropy T⊥;p
(black line); and proton parallel beta β‖, p (red line). EMIC = electromagnetic
∥;p
ion cyclotron; RBSP = Radiation Belt Storm Probes; PSD = power spectral density; WNA = wave normal angle;
MLT = magnetic local time.

Mitchell et al., 2013) to calculate plasma parameters such as proton β∥,p, T⊥,p and T∥,p. The calculation
method is essentially the same as that in Yue et al. (2016, 2018). One‐minute time resolution data are
used in this study. Since the EMIC wave excitation process saturates and relaxes the protons toward a
linear marginally stable state rapidly, the observed plasma states are those already in the relaxed state for
most of the time.
YUE ET AL.
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Figure 2. The distribution of H band (a–f) and He‐band (g–l) EMIC wave properties as a function of proton temperature
T
and proton parallel beta β‖, p based on Van Allen Probes observations from February 2013 to December
anisotropy T⊥;p
∥;p
2016. (a, g) The satellite cumulative time of EMIC events; (b, h) the wave occurrence rate; the median values of (c, i) EMIC
wave intensity; (d, j) the wave polarization; (e, k) the wave normal angle; (f, l) magnetic latitude. The overplotted red line
T
−1 ¼ βab . Here we have chosen a = 0.95 and b = 0.25 to best ﬁt the
in each panel is obtained from linear theory of T⊥;p
∥;p
∥;p
observation. EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron; PSD = power spectral density.

3. Results
Figure 1 presents an example of a He band EMIC wave observation made on 9 October 2015 near the equator
on the duskside. Figures 1c–1e shows the wave power spectral density, polarization, and wave normal angle
that was observed from 13:09 to 13:28 UT (time interval between the two vertical dashed lines) near the plasmapuase (Figure 1b), during which AE gradually increased from about 500 to 800 nT (Figure 1a).
Meanwhile, the average wave power spectral density peak is larger than 0.01 nT2/Hz (Figure 1f) with the
average wave normal angle ﬂuctuating between 10° and 40° (Figure 1g, black line) and dominantly left‐
handed polarization (<0; Figure 1g, red line). Particle measurement shows that the proton temperature anisotropy

T ⊥;p
T ∥;p

was around 1.5 and β∥,p was around 0.1 (Figure 1h).

Figure 1 demonstrates that the relaxed proton temperature anisotropy

T ⊥;p
T ∥;p

and β∥,p change when the aver-

aged wave properties vary. However, the one to one correlation is hard to determine through the event study,
and a statistical survey is required to relate the wave properties with the plasma distributions. Figure 2 shows
T

the statistical results of EMIC wave properties as a function of proton temperature anisotropy T⊥;p
and proton
∥;p
parallel beta β∥,p for H band EMIC waves (shown in panels a–f) and He band EIMC waves (panels g–l) to
YUE ET AL.
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demonstrate the relationship between the macroscopic proton distributions and the properties of the measured EMIC waves. The panels from top to bottom represent the distributions of satellite cumulative time
of EMIC wave events (top row), normalized EMIC wave occurrence rate, the median values of wave intensity, polarization, wave normal angle and the geomagnetic latitude (MLAT; bottom row), respectively. The
threshold of proton anisotropy instability marked as the overplotted red line in each panel is obtained on the
T

basis of linear theory of T⊥;p
−1 ¼ βab (Blum et al., 2009; Gary & Lee, 1994). Here we have chosen a = 0.95 and
∥;p
∥;p

b = 0.25 to best ﬁt our observations. In general, the H band waves behave similarly to the He band waves and
there are strong correlations among wave occurrence rates, wave polarization, wave normal angle, and
MLAT distributions. It is shown that near the threshold of the proton anisotropy instability (red line), the
probability of EMIC wave occurrence is highest (Figures 2b and 2h) with left‐handed polarizations
(Figures 2d and 2j) as expected, and these waves are mainly observed near the equatorial region
(Figures 2f and 2l) with relatively small wave normal angles (Figures 2e and 2k), indicating that these waves
are potentially generated locally. At regions further away from the magnetic equator, the waves become
more or less linearly polarized (polarization is around zero) with relatively larger wave normal angles, indicating that these observed EMIC waves are the most likely the waves that propagate from the equatorial
source region to higher latitudes. As the EMIC waves propagate along the magnetic ﬁeld lines from the magnetic equator, the polarization changes and the wave normal angle increases due to the changing magnetic
ﬁeld intensity and plasma composition (Hu et al., 2010; Hu & Denton, 2009; Kim & Johnson, 2016). When
the EMIC wave frequency gets close to the crossover frequency during propagation, the wave polarization
may convert from left hand to linear or right hand in their dispersion relation (Rauch & Roux, 1982). The
latitude of the crossover frequency, where the EMIC wave polarization changes from left hand to linear,
is around 10° magnetic latitudes as shown in Figures 2f and 2l that is consistent with previous studies
(e.g., Loto'aniu et al., 2005). In addition, the wave intensities get enhanced at larger β∥,p, which is similar
to the earlier observations that the magnetic ﬂuctuations are enhanced at larger β∥ of ion‐driven instabilities
in the solar wind (Bale et al., 2009).
In order to determine which factors affect the EMIC wave intensity, we have plotted in Figure 3 (from top to
bottom) the median values of the wave intensity, magnetic local time (MLT), AE index, and total electron
density distributions for H band (Figures 3a–3d) and He band (Figures 3e–3h) waves as a function of proton
T

temperature anisotropy T⊥;p
and proton parallel beta β∥,p. It is shown that there are two distinct EMIC wave
∥;p
occurrence regions corresponding to the predominantly green and red regions in the plots (Figures 3b and
3f): noon sector (9–15 MLT) and duskside (15–21). In addition, a number of strong correlations become
apparent among the wave intensity, MLT distributions and AE index that are indicative of global patterns.
For example, the median AE index is higher for wave occurring at the dusk sector (Figures 3c and 3g) where
the waves are more intense. This ﬁnding is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Jun et al., 2019; Min et al.,
2012; Saikin et al., 2015, 2016; Usanova et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017), suggesting that the
substorm injection of fresh hot ions at the duskside is the energy source for this intense EMIC wave generation. On the other hand, the median EMIC wave intensity observed in the noon sector is relatively small and
is associated with smaller β∥,p, larger anisotropies and smaller AE values as well as larger electron densities.
Interpreting these observations together, we could speculate that the waves generated in the noon sector are
at the region where the anisotropic hot plasma sheet protons overlap with the higher electron densities that
play a role in decreasing the minimum resonant energies and thus the threshold of the wave instability
(Jordanova et al., 2001; Kozyra et al., 1997). Since the ﬂux of resonant protons that make the waves grow
is low under relatively quiet condition (lower AE level in Figures 3c and 3g at noon sector), the waves
observed at the noon sector have smaller intensity and higher anisotropy. In addition, we notice that H band
waves were usually observed in the low‐density region (<20/cm−3; e.g., outside the plasmasphere; Figure 3
d), whereas He band waves were often observed in high‐density region (>50/cm−3; e.g., inside the plasmasphere; Figure 3h), indicating that the He band waves are predominantly generated at high‐density region
while H band waves prefer low‐density condition.
To investigate further the MLT‐dependent EMIC wave intensity, we present in Figure 4 the energy spectrum
of energetic protons corresponding to observations of H band (Figures 4a and 4b) and He band waves
(Figures 4c and 4d) in noon (Figures 4a and 4c) and dusk sector (Figures 4b and 4d). The blue line and
red line in each panel are the parallel and perpendicular proton ﬂuxes, respectively, and the vertical lines
YUE ET AL.
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T

Figure 3. The distribution of H band (a–d) and He‐band (f–h) EMIC wave properties and plasmas as a function of T⊥;p
and
∥;p
β‖, p based on Van Allen Probes observations from February 2013 to December 2016. The median values of (a, e) EMIC
wave intensity; (b, f) MLT; (c, g) AE index; (d, h) total electron density. The over plotted red lines are the same as in
Figure 2. EMIC = electromagnetic ion cyclotron; PSD = power spectral density; MLT = magnetic local time.

Figure 4. The relaxed energetic proton energy spectrum distribution for all the H band (a, b) and He band (c, d) electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave events as a function of energy based on Van Allen Probes observations from February 2013 to
December 2016. (a, c) MLT = 9–15, (b, d) MLT = 15–21. The red and blue lines represent the ﬂux in perpendicular and
parallel directions to the background magnetic ﬁeld, respectively. MLT = magnetic local time.

YUE ET AL.
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indicate the interquartile range between the 25% and 75% quartiles. It is shown that the anisotropy, that is,
perpendicular ﬂux larger than parallel ﬂux, is developed from ~5 to ~400 keV for both wave bands observed
at noon and dusk. However, the relaxed proton ﬂux levels are higher at the energy range of 5–100 keV for
EMIC waves observed at dusk compared to those observed at noon sector. The high ﬂux levels of the
5–100 keV protons at dusk are probably related to ring current activity or substorm injections when AE is
high. In Figure 3, we have shown that the wave intensity is higher when they are observed at dusk than those
at noon sector. Based on these observations, we suggest that abundant tens of kiloelectron volts protons is
the dominant population responsible for intense EMIC wave generation at the dusk and likely originates
in the particle injections from the magnetotail.

4. Summary
In this study, we have investigated the relationship between the observed EMIC wave properties and the
associated macroscopic state of the proton distributions based on 4‐year Van Allen Probe observations.
We have found the following:
1. Near the threshold of proton anisotropy instability, the highest occurrence of EMIC waves is observed
with left‐handed polarization, and they are observed near the magnetic equator with relatively small
wave normal angles, indicating that these waves are locally generated.
2. At regions further away from the magnetic equator, the waves become linearly polarized with relatively
larger wave normal angles, indicating that these observed EMIC waves are the most likely the waves that
propagate from the equatorial source region to higher latitudes.
3. EMIC waves are distributed in two broad MLT regions, with more intense waves on the duskside and
relatively weak waves in the noon sector, corresponding to different levels of geomagnetic activity (AE).
4. H band EMIC waves that are normally observed in low‐density regions have similar behavior to the He
band waves that usually occur in high‐density regions.
The present study is regarded as an attempt to determine which parameters are responsible for EMIC wave
generation to improve our understanding of the EMIC waves excitation process, and also to facilitate the
inclusion of such waves in global ring current models (e.g., Fok et al., 2001; Jordanova et al., 1998) that
can only model the macroscopic plasma distributions, but not EMIC wave intensities.
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